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The width of neutron spectra is studied on the basis of kinetic theory as a function of wavenumber and density and ap- 
pears to be determined by the heat mode of the fluid. For high-density fluids an interference of static and dynamic effects 
in this mode is observed. 

In two previous publications, the dominant eigen- 
modes of a hard-sphere fluid were approximately de- 
termined on the basis of kinetic theory [1,2]. Thus, 
the extensions of  the five hydrodynamic modes, as 
well as the self-diffusion mode to large wavenumbers 
were included in these calculations. It appeared that 
like in hydrodynamics the (extended) heat mode de- 
termined both the width and the height of  the neu- 
tron spectrum S(k ,  ~o) as a function of frequency 6o 
for a large range of wavenumbers k. In particular, it 
was shown that the so-called de Gennes narrowing of 
S(k ,  co) at high densities is due to a considerable soft- 
ening of the heat mode eigenvalue zh(k ) which be- 
comes diffusion.like at about ko ~ 21r where o is the 
hard-sphere diameter. A comparison with neutron 
scattering data for liquid argon [3] and rubidium [4] 
showed that the heat mode also dominates S(k ,  co) 
for these fluids. 

In this letter, we report new results for Zh(k), 
which were computed from the generalized Enskog 
theory for a much wider range of densities and wave. 
numbers and in a much higher approximation than 
before. We will compare these results with recent mo- 
lecular dynamics (MD) data for hard spheres [5,6] as 
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well as neutron scattering data for liquid helium [7], 
argon [8,9] and krypton [10]. 

We consider the inhomogeneous generalized 
Enskog operator L(R)  that governs the time evolution 
of the correlation functions in a fluid of hard spheres: 

L (k) = - i k .  t) + ng(o) A k + nA k , (1) 

where k is a wave vector, uthe velocity, g(a)  the ra- 
dial distribution for two spheres at contact, n the 
number density and A k a binary collision operator 
defined on a function h (D) by 

Akh(t) ) = -o2 f dO f d¢' 

x - h(u*)  + e-ik' ° [h(o ') - h (u '* ) ] } ,  

while the mean field operator A k ,  which contains the 
static correlations in the fluid, is defined by 

Akh(V) = [C(k) - g(o) C0(k)] 

x f d v '  ¢(v')  ik . t /h (~ ' ) .  

Here O isa unit vector,& = u - u', O(x) the unit step 
function, v* = ~ - -g .00  ~nd t/* = t~' + g . 0 0  are the 
velocities of  the restituting collision, C(k)  = n -1 [1 
- 1IS(k)] and Co(k ) the !low-density limit of the di- 
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rect correlation function C(k), with S(k) the static 
structure factor, ¢(v) = (flM/2rr) 3/2 exp(-#Mv2/2), 
where M is the mass of  the hard sphere and ~ = 1/kBT 
with T the temperature and k B Boltzmarm's constant. 
The heat mode appears as a particular term in the 
spectral decomposition of L (k), 

L(k)= - ~  I~t,/(k,u)) zi(k)(~i(k,t))l, (2) ] 

where each zi(k) denotes an eigenvalue o f -L (k )  and 
@i(k, t)) and ~pi(k, t 0 are the corresponding right and left 
eigenfunctions. The bracket notation in eq. (2) refers to 
the inner product (fig) = ( f 'g)  = fdl)dp(v)f*g. With 
eqs. (1, 2) one has [2] 

S(k, 6o) = 7r-lS(k) Re (1/[iw -L(k ) ] -1 )  

=rt_lS(k) R e ~ A](k) 
i i~o + zi(k) ' (3) 

where Al(k) = (vPi(k, v))(~pf (k, o)). To determine 
Zh(k ) explicitly, A k in eq. (1) is approximated by op- 
erators A~ ¢) labeled withN and given by 

N-1 

AIN)= ~ ]dP])~; Ak~l)¢l~l[ 
],l=l 

+ (¢~r AkiN)(1 -PN-1)" (4) 

Here PAr projects on ~1, -", ~g and (~]} is the com- 
plete set of orthonormal polynomials in ~ given by 

Nr, lOlL~l+l/2)(l~Mo2/2) Y~im)(t)lo), 

labeled by the "quantum numbers" (r, l, m) =/, 
where the L~ !+1/2~ are associated Laguerre polyno- 
mials with normalization constantsNr, t, and the ~m) 
are spherical harmonics with the z axis taken in the k 
direction. The cylindrical symmetry of L(k) around 
the k axis implies that the eigenfunctions in eq. (2) 
can all be labeled by m. For the heat mode m = 0 and 
we included the 11 polynomials with m = 0 and (r,/) 
equal to (0, 0); (0, 1); (1,0);  (1, 1); (0, 2); (2, 0); 
(2, 1"); (1,2);  (3, 0); (0, 3); and (2, 2). Using then the 
methods discussed before [2], N -  1 terms on the 
right-hand side of eq. (2), can be determined explicit- 
ly. In particular, a convergent heat mode ( /=  h) is ob- 
tained for the k values considered here. 

In addition to L (k), the Lorentz-Enskog operator 

LS(k) = -ik" v + ng(o) Ao., which governs the time 
evolution of the self-correlation functions in the 
fluid, is relevant. The operator A** = l imk~,  A k and 
is given by A k with its last two terms neglected. The 
spectral decomposition of LS(k) can be determined in 
a completely similar manner as that o fL  (k) and since 
L(k) tends to LS(k) for large k (limk_,o.A k = 0), the 
eigenmodes ofL  (k) tend to those of LS(k). In partic- 
ular the heat mode eigenvalue Zh(k ) tends to the 
eigenvalue ZD(k ) of the self-diffusion mode of LS(k). 
For small k, both agree with hydrodynamics: Zh(k ) 
= a E k 2, ZD(k ) = DEk2 where a E and D E are the 
thermal diffusivity and the self-diffusion coefficient 
according to the Enskog theory. We note that S(k, 
w) can also be determined directly from the first 
equality in eq. (3) using eq. (4) for Ak, without mak- 
ing a spectral decomposition. The halfwidth Con(k ) 
can be derived in general from the implicit equation 
S(k, co H (k)) = ~S(k, 0). We can determine w~t(k), 
i.e., the halfwidth of the incoherent scattering func- 
tion Ss(k, w) = rr-1Re([iw - LS(k)]-l) ,  in a com- 
pletely similar manner. Since L (k) approaches LS(k) 
and S(k) approaches 1, ¢oa(k ) tends to ¢o[_i(k ) for 
large k. 

The results for z h (k), w H (k), z D (k) and w~ (k) 
are plotted in figs. 1 and 2 in units t -1 as functions 

O 

of ko, for various reduced densities Vo/V = no3/V~. 
Here V 0 is the volume of close packing, and t o 
= o([3m)1/2/2, is a time a particle needs to traverse o 
with thermal speed. 

To interpret our results, we also need the mean 
free time t E and the mean free path IE, where 

o/l E = 0r/2) 1/2 to/t E = 21rg(o) Vo/V. 

For each Vo/V the value of the corresponding o/l E 
can be deduced from the arrows in figs. 1 and 2, 
which point to the values of ko where kl E = 1. Thus 
for Vo/V = 0.25, 0.33, 0.53, 0.575 and 0.625, oil E 
= 2.64, 4.30, 11.92, 14.97 and 19.32, respectively. 

We first note that co[i(k ) t E and ZD(k ) t E as func- 
tions of kl E are independent of the density. For kl E 
< 1, ZD(k ) .~ D E k 2 and strongly dominates Ss(k , co) 
so that c~i(k ) ~ ZD(k ) within a few percent (ef. figs. 
1 and 2). For kl E ~ 1, co~(k) and ZD(k ) change from 
a quadratic to a linear behavior in k where the slopes 
of both are close to that of a~[t of an ideal gas. co[~(k) 
does not approach the ideal-gas limit, however, but 
differs asymptotically a constant amount from it, 
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Fig. 1. Comparison of hard-sphere theory with (a) to H of liq- 
uid He at 4.2 K (x) (o = 2.92 A, Vo/V = 0.33); Co) ~o H = z h 
of liquid Ar at 120 K, 115 bar (x) (o = 3.43A, Vo/V = 0.53), 
of a Lennard-Jones (LJ) (o) and of a repulsive Lennard-Jones 
(RLJ) ([]) fluid, discussed in ref. [13]; (c) co H = z h of liquid 
Ar at 120 K and 400 bar (o = 3.43 A, Vo/V = 0.575), ofa  LJ 
(o) and of a RLJ (a) fluid. Typical error bars of experimental 
or MD points are indicated. The fiat arrow points to that value 
of ka where kl E = 1. 

since for large k, co~(k) t E = ½(lr In 2)~2ME - 0.3310 
+ O ( ( / d E ) - I  ) [11]. This deviation is peculiar for the 
hard-sphere interaction [ 12] and should disappear 
for a realistic interparticle potential  when co~ > t s l  , 
where t s is the average time to traverse the steep re- 
pulsive part  of  the potential  [11,12].  The growing 
difference o f z D ( k  ) and co~(k) for ME > 1 is due to 
the fact that  for increasing k other (kinetic) modes 
increasingly contribute to co~(k). 
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Fig. 2. Eigenmodes and halfwidths as a function of ko for a 
bard-sphere fluid at Vo/V = 0.25 (a); same for Vo/V = 0.625 
(b);S(k) for Vo/V = 0.25 ( -  - -) and 0.625 ( - .  -) and d(k) 
(c) .  Inset in (b) gives Zht o and two approximations discussed 
in the text as a function of ko. The fat arrow points to that 
value of ko where kl E = 1. 

Just as ibr  ZD(k ) arid ~h(k) ,  we find that  for ~dE 
< 1, Zh(k ) dominates ~ H ( k )  while the growing differ- 
ence for ~dE > 1 is due to the fact that  other modes 
increasingly contribute to  ~H(k) .  In fact, we find 
that  the extended heat  and sound modes are suffi- 
cient to describe S(k,  ( ~ ) -  and in particular WH(k) 
- adequately f o r / d  E < 1; where the influence o f  the 
sound modes on WH(k) increases with decreasing den- 
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sity (cf. figs. 1 and 3a). For the region 1 < k/E < 2, 
three more (kinetic) modes are needed and sufficient 
to describe coil(k). 

For all densities COH(k ) and Zh(k ) oscillate around 
¢o[.i(k ) and ZD(k), respectively (of. figs. 1 and 2). This 
is due to the oscillatory behavior of both A k around 
A** and of S(k) around 1. The former behavior can 
be conveniently characterized by the function d(k) 
= 02  Ak 1 ~2)/(~2 A--- 1¢)2 ), where ¢)2 = ([Jm)l/2vz (of. 
fig. 2). d(k) is a dimensionless function of ko inde- 
pendent of the density. The oscillations in d(k) are 
due to the factor exp(- ik.Oo) in A k and decrease 
~(ko) -1 for large k. Since the S(k)-oscillations de- 
crease ~(ko)  -2 ,  d(k) dominates S(k) for large k at all 
densities. For smaller values of k, S(k) increasingly 
dominates d(k), an effect that increases with den- 
sity (of. fig. 2). 

For densities V 0 V > 0.30, a distinct minimum in 
COH(k ) appears at k = k G. With increasing density, 
this de Gennes minimum in CO n becomes more and 
more pronounced (ef. figs. 1 and 2), while k G ap- 
proaches ks, where S(k) has its first maximum (eL 
fig. 3). The occurrence of a minimum in coil(k) at 
high densities is in our theory directly related to that 
of Zh(k ). To understand the latter, we write 

L(k) = [Le(k) + iklELf(k)] t~ 1 , 

where 

Le(k ) = (J3M/16fro 4)1/2(1 - P1) Ak (1 - P1) 

describes collisions between particles (P1 projects on 
~b 1 = 1) and 

Lf(k) = (zr/8) 112 [nC(k)[~l )¢~21 - bE], 

incorporates the free streaming as well as the mean 
field term in eq. (1). Le(k ) and Lf(k) are both dimen- 
sionless, depend only on ko and are of order 1 for 
all k. Thus, as long as k/E < 1,Lf can be treated as a 
perturbation to L c. To second order in kIE, one finds 
then for the heat mode 

Zh'(k ) = [DEk2/S(k)] d(k)  + O ( ( k / E ) 4 ) ,  (5)  

which applies to the region 0 < k(r < o/1E O.e., kl E 
< 1), where ko = 0 is excluded since Le(k ) has a five. 
fold degenerate zero eigenvalue at k = 0 and nonde- 
generate perturbation theory has been applied to  ob- 
tain eq. (5). For densities Vo/V~ 0.52, kGa = 21r, 
which is well within the region where kl E < 1, so that 
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Fig. 3. zh(kG) t a ( - )  and tOH(kG) t o ( -  • - )  (a) and kGa- 
ksa Co) as a function of Vo/V. Experimental data are for He 
(<>) [7] ; Kr (v) (a = 3.59 A) [101; Ax (o) [9], Ar (o) o = 3.46A 
[3] and Rb (zx) a = 4.44 A [4]. (e) is the reduced melting and 
(×) the reduced solidification density of a hard-sphere system 
and of Ar at 120 K. 

eq. (5) applies. As an example, for Vo/V = 0.625, the 
various contributions on the right.hand side of eq. (5) 
are illustrated in fig. 2b. There we see that Zh(k ) oscil- 
lates around ZD(k ) ~DEk2 and that S(k) causes a 
minimum in Zh(k ) at k G. The oscillations are too 
large, however, and are considerably corrected by the 
dynamic factor d(k), thus leading to a result which is 
close to zh(k ) (and coil(k)), at least as long as klE< 1. 
We note that d(k) in eq. (5) is also needed to obtain 
the correct phase of zh(k), since k2/S(k) alone and 
Zh(k ) become increasingly out of phase for k > k G . 
In addition, the remarkably linear behavior of Zh(kG) 
= co n (kG) for 0.52 ~ Vo/V~ 0.70 (where 0.70 is the 
maximum density for which we know the S(k) for 
the - then undercooled - hard-sphere fluid) can only 
be explained using all factors in eq. (5). For decreas- 
ing densities 0.52 ~> Vo/V~ 0.30, the de Gennes mini- 
mum shifts more and more to kGl E = 1, so that eq. (5) for 
Zh(k ) becomes increasingly bad when k ~ k G. Yet, 
the equation still gives correctly the increasing flatten- 
ing out of  the de Gennes minimum and its ultimate 
disappearance for V0/V ~ 0.3, where S(ks) is not 
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longer high enough to produce a minimum in Zh(k ). 
It still causes, however, a noticeable minimum in 
z h - z D at k ~ k s (compare figs. la and 2a for ko 
~- 21r). 

Like for kl E ~ 1, with increasing kl E ~ 1 oscilla- 
tions of Zh(k ) around z D (k) are determined for all densi- 
ties by the relative importance of those of S(k) around 1 
and A k around A**. In fact, the oscillations ofzh(k ) 
around z D (k) first decrease but then increase again. While 
this decrease is due to a destructive interference of 
S(k) add A k (or d(k)), the increase for larger k is due 
to A k alone, since then S(k) < d(k). Thus for suffi- 
ciently large k and for all densities, the oscillations in 
zh(k ) have the same phase, viz. that of d(k), as shown 
in fig. 2 up to ko = 60. 

Although less prominently, the above sketched be- 
havior ofzh(k ) is also present in COH(k ) (eL figs. 1 
and 2). A similar interference effect between S(k) and 
A t explains the peculiar behavior of the strength of 
the heat mode Ah(k), as illustrated in fig. 4 of  ref. [2]. 
Furthermore, we find that this effect also appears in 
the behavior of S(k, 0), the top value ofS(k,  w), as a 
function of k. 

As to a comparison of our calculations with recent 
hard-sphere MD data [5,6], we find that the heat 
mode eigenvalue Zh(k ) determined from eqs. (1) and 
(4) wi thN = 11, is not noticeably different from the 
heat mode eigenvalue determined by Alley and Alder 
[5] from hydrodynamic equations with k-dependent 
thermodynamic and transport coefficients derived 
from computer simulation data for Vo/V = 0.625 and 
0 < ko <~ 20. We remark, however, that for values of 
k such that kl E becomes significantly larger than 1 
(i.e., ko significantly larger than 20), at least six 
modes are needed. Then, such a generalized hydrody- 
namic description is no longer possible. 

For a comparison of our theoretical results with 
real fluid data, we have to deduce ~H(k) and Zh(k ) 
from the experimental S(k, co) as well as to det'me an 
equivalent hard-sphere fluid. While COH(k ) can be de- 
duced directly from S(k, w) data for He, Kr, Ar and 
Rb, Zh(k ) has so far only been obtained for Ar at 
120 K by a fit ofS(k,  ~ )  with three lorentzians [8]. 
An equivalent hard-sphere fluid can be defined by 
taking the mass of the hard spheres in the fluid equal 
to that of the real fluid particles and t'txing their diam- 
eter by a comparison of the S(k) of both fluids (ef. 
refs. [1,2]). Proceeding in this manner, we t'md that 

the results for 60 H of He, Kx and Rb as well as for co H 
and z h for Ar as a function of k are in general consis- 
tent with those found for equivalent hard-sphere 
fluids (cf. figs. 1 and 3). There are, however, syste- 
matic deviations, that can be attributed, it seems, to 
differences in the interparticle potentials. First, for 
ko ~ 4 the Zh(k ) for liquid argon [8,9] and computer 
simulated Lennard-Jonesi fluids [13] on the one hand 
differ from those obtained from the Enskog theory 
and simulated repulsive Lennard-Jones fluids [13] on 
the other hand (cf. figs. lb and lc). This is consistent 
with eq. (5) and the difference in S(k) for the two 
cases. The same may obtain for krypton [14], where 
a similar discrepancy between experiment and hard- 
sphere theory has been observed [10]. Second, while 
for Ar, 60H(k ) = Zh(k), within the present experimen- 
tal accuracy for all observed k, i.e., ko ~ 14 (cf. figs. 
lb and lc), there is a noticeable difference between 
these two quantities for hard spheres for ko ~ 8, ac- 
cording to our theory. This difference appears to be 
related to the fact that the contributions of the sound 
modes to S(k, ~) are more concentrated near ~o = 0 
for fluids consisting of particles interacting with a 
purely repulsive potential, as in a hard-sphere fluid, 
than with a Lennard-Jones potential, as in Ar (see 
ref. [13]). A similar situation may obtain for helium 
(cf. fig. la). 

In conclusion, we note that like for hard spheres, 
the Zh(kG) for argon at 120 K and five densities lie on 
a straight line, that extrapolates to just beyond the 
melting density of the solid phase. Moreover, reduc- 
tion of these argon data to those of equivalent hard- 
sphere gases, brings the five argon points all on the 
straight line obtained from the Enskog theory for 
hard spheres, discussed above, and also makes the re- 
duced melting densities of the ordered phases of Ar 
and hard spheres coincide at Vo/V = 0.735. In addi- 
tion, also other data for argon as well as for helium, 
krypton and rubidium, when similarly reduced, all 
lie on the same Enskog theory line (cf. fig. 3), which 
extrapolates to zero for Vo/V = 0.745. One could 
wonder whether the smallness ofzh(kG) near the re- 
duced melting density of Ar and hard spheres is con- 
nected with the end of the existence of an under- 
cooled fluid state. 
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